
3 Ways to shut up your Inner Critic



 build self-awareness of how you talk to yourself

 name the inner critic and how to challenge it

 unlearn and re-write the stories that feed the inner

critic.

... then this guide is for you!  You'll  learn how to

1.

2.

3.

Lastly you'll have an opportunity to put it all together and work

through one or two beliefs.

Thanks to more injuries than I can count along with trying to deal

with challenging and stressful situations in my corporate job, I know

the mental battle all too well and have learnt that how we talk to

ourselves can have a massive impact (positive and negative).

If any of these sound familiar... 

I can't get anything right
I could have done better (pushed harder,

ate differently or gone to bed 30 minutes

earlier).
I'm not good

enough

Hi!
It's nice to e-meet you!

I help overthinkers and perfectionists like you ditch the all-or-
nothing thinking and figure out a sustainable approach to making
changes in your life - with evidence based tools and a mix of
compassion & tough love as needed :)

This workbook will walk you through several techniques to shut up
the inner critic - I can't wait to get started!

Coach Neens



One of the first steps you need to take is actually realising how the

inner critic is talking to you. 

It can feel super normal to beat yourself up, tell yourself you're not

good enough and maybe even guilt-tripping yourself into certain

behaviours.

When you notice these thoughts and the words you’re using, just

observe them to start with. 

See if you can figure out what may have caused the thoughts:

I'm not cut out to be 

a great coach

Self-Awareness is key

Were they triggered by a particular event or person? 
Are you using similar words or beliefs, ie are you telling yourself
the same story over and over again? 

Mine sometimes sound like this:

I'm never going to achieve my goal if I
don't show up in the gym even when I
don't want to



Give the voice/thoughts a name – mine is called Sally (no offence to

anyone called Sally!).

Next experiment with one of the following strategies to see which

one feels more suited to YOU. 

Sidenote: you may also find that they work differently depending on

the situation you find yourself in and it will be good to have either up

your sleeve. 

Name the Inner Critic

Start talking to Sally as if she was your best friend or partner -
would you say the same things to her that you’re saying to
yourself?
If she’s being mean, can you talk back to her or reframe what
you’re saying into something more positive? 

Imagine this situation...:

She shows up during a workout and is telling you that you’re weak
and that there's no way you can’t finish this workout!

Can you tell her to fuck off? 

Tell her that you CAN do this!

You are capable and YOU can do hard shit!



Naming that inner critic is a critical step to help you observe how you

talk to yourself without judging those thoughts. 

Chances are though that you’ve not just started talking to yourself

like that overnight. 

The inner critic often talks to you based on stories and beliefs that

formed over years, maybe even starting out in childhood. 

Just like it took years to form these stories, it will take you some time

to re-write them BUT there's no time like the present to get started

:D  

How? You can start by questioning these stories when they come up.

Rewrite your story and beliefs

Where’s the proof?

Where are the facts? 

When did I lift xx weight?

When did I prep a meal and didn't get takeout?

When did I persevere during a shitty situation in life? 

Ask for the evidence, ask yourself why you can’t do something or

why what you're thinking is true: 

Chances are - they’re in your head and nowhere else. 

You can also flip this on its head and look for actual evidence of the

opposite of what you’re thinking. 

Name the occasions when you did some amazing things, when you

did the hard shit!

Find ALL the reasons why you CAN do the thing!



How do you talk to yourself? What language are you noticing? 

Now let's put it all together

What's your inner critic called? What's their name?

How can you talk to them as if they were a friend? Or how could you

talk back to them?

What are some of the stories you've been telling yourself? What

beliefs do you have that may not actually be true?

What is some evidence of the opposite? What is some evidence of

you doing some amazing things? List them below:



I'm Neens - a self-discovery & improvement

coach for overthinkers and perfectionists.

I like to think of myself as more than just a

coach though - I'm your personal curator of

information and facilitator of change.

Ultimately I'm here to help YOU get out of

your head, ditch the all or nothing thinking

and make tweaks so YOU can build

consistency and ultimately create the

awesome life you’ve been working towards!

I coach clients both in 1:1 containers and inside my signature group coaching

experience called The Inner Compass. 

We dive deep into topics such as goalsetting, defining your own progress

markers, all or nothing thinking and perfectionism along with habits - it's all

about finding what works for you!

If you're interested to chat more about whether either of these is the right

option for you at this time, reach out via email or DM over on the socials to see

if this could be a great fit.

I decided to become a coach a few years into my own journey of self-discovery

and understanding what makes me tick - which all started when I realised pity

parties and a negative headspace wasn't going to help me navigate yet another

injury (and life in general). 

So I started to read, listen and watch anything I could get my hands on when it

comes to personal growth and behaviour change - that stuff (and our brains)

geeks me out so much that I'm back at university studying psychology! 

How you can work with me

About Me

http://www.innerlevel.me
http://www.instagram.com/neensonthemind
http://www.facebook.com/innerlevel
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